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Abstract 
This short position paper proposes a feasible approach for the development of 
operating system facilities to integrate machines in GRIDs. We propose a two-step 
strategy that in a first stage aims to integrate existing operating systems with a 
GRID through an interface based on a Grid Virtual Machine (GVM); in this phase 
Linux can be used as a use case for developing a Gridified operating system. The 
second stage should provide different versions of the GVM that can be configured 
on different devices implementing GRID nodes. 

 
 
 
 
Background and interest  
 
Today grid middleware is used to address the complexity of GRID environments and to 
help users in using GRID resources in an integrated way. This role in conventional 
computers is played by operating systems. Now it is time to develop a GRID operating 
system that may offer an integrated support for efficient management of local and 
remote resources available on a GRID environment to which a machine is connected. 
Without an operating system, Grids can fail the goal to enter mainstream computing and 
will not exploit all their functionality. As a conventional operating system provides an 
abstraction layer on top of the underlying physical resources of a computer, a GRID 
operating system must be designed to provide a virtual machine interface layered over 
the distributed, heterogeneous, autonomous, and dynamically available resources that 
compose a GRID. Resource sharing is the main objective of GRIDs and an operating 
systems is the more appropriate environment for providing GRID users access to 
resource sharing facilities in a secure and transparent way. 
 
The research team of DEIS at the University of Calabria is actively involved in several 
projects related to GRID and is active in research activities in the Grid computing area. 
In particular, the related research areas in which we are active are: P2P computing, 
scalable information systems for GRIDs, self-organizing systems, distributed 
middleware, Grid metadata management, Grid-based problem solving environments. 
Many of these research areas are related to GRID operating systems and several 
solutions defined in those fields can be exploited in GRID operating systems for 
achieving scalability, global naming management, resource discovery and heterogeneity 
handling, etc. We have strong research partnerships with other research centres such as 
ICAR-CNR, ISTI-CNR and SPACI, and with spin-off companies such Exeura. All 
those institutions are working in national and European projects and are active in 
research work on GRID. 
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What do you expect from a GridOS? 
 
A developer and an end-user would like to connect her/his machine to the GRID and 
access the GRID facilities as today a computer/pda/mobile phone connects to the 
Intranet/Internet and accesses to their services. A GRID OS should  
•  provide simple connection to the GRID,  
•  offer access to GRID resources, and  
•  define policies for providing local resource to a GRID.  
 
In the development of internetworking facilities in traditional computers they were 
initially implemented as a middleware on top of the existing operating systems and 
successively were embodied in the new releases of operating systems. According to the 
same approach, facilities for integrating computers in GRIDs should move from the 
middleware layer to the operating system layer. 
 
This approach could be feasible for the development of operating system facilities to 
support GRIDs through a two-step strategy:  
 
1. The first stage should integrate existing operating systems within a GRID through 

an interface based on a Grid Virtual Machine (GVM). The GVM must be defined 
as a layered set of components that implement the services that applications needs 
to access and use GRID resources. A very interesting use case to implement this 
phase could be the integration of a GVM as a kernel Grid OS into Linux. That 
kernel Grid OS  must be small, light, and efficient to be configured on different 
Linux machines The kernel should be based on a Grid Virtual Machine that 
integrates a Linux-based PC in the GRID (GLinux as a Gridified Linux). A Grid-
aware file system (GFS) based on a global name space should be implemented as 
a component of  GLinux. Other modules can be put on top of the kernel and can 
use the services of the GFS. 
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Figure 1. A GVM embedded in a local operating system. 
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2. The second stage should provide an operating system for a pervasive GRID 

composed of different grained computing nodes. The modular design  of the GVM 
will support its total/partial implementation of different GRID nodes from cluster 
computers, to PDA and sensor devices resulting in different version of the GVM. 
Those different versions of the GVM can be configured/adapted on different 
devices representing GRID nodes. Different instantiations of the GVM result in 
different GRID OS kernels depending on the hardware available. A minimal 
kernel should be configurable on every GRID node; it will provide different 
implementations of a GRID file system (GFS), of a global naming system, and 
defines a GRID horizon composed of all the GRID environments accessible from 
a machine are represented and accessed through publication and discovery 
mechanisms. 

  
 

What kind of expertise can you supply? 
 
We are interested to study the basic mechanisms for the development of a Grid Virtual 
Machine. Moreover, we can supply our research background and knowledge on P2P 
techniques, models and services for scalable GRIDs, metadata management techniques 
and models, architectures for GRID-based PSE toolkits, scalable resource discovery and 
GRID information systems. The reference section lists some papers published by the 
group members and related the mentioned expertise areas. 
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